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ABSTRACT
Over 30,000 people are killed each year in unintentional injury deaths in motor vehicle traffic,
the first or second leading cause of injury deaths in the United States, only after unintentional
poisoning for most adults. About 9% of traffic injury deaths are related to distracted driving, a
frequent and growing behavior among many drivers. What are people doing when engaging in
distracted driving? How does driver behavior affect attentiveness while driving and overall
traffic safety? Are Uber and Lyft drivers at more risk in distracted driving due to the nature of
their multitasking job?
In my spring 2019 class on Traffic Safety and Injury Control at the University of California,
Berkeley, I conducted a primary research survey to compare Uber and Lyft drivers with
recreational drivers to discover what they do behind the wheel that may affect driving
attention and possibly increase traffic safety risk. In summer 2019 I undertook a research
project to continue the spring 2019 research by analyzing the spring research dataset in greater
detail to understand more specific cases where driving distractions may occur and conduct
further research to find more specific details of distracted driving behavior.
REVIEW OF SPRING 2019 RESEARCH and SCOPE OF SUMMER 2019 RESEARCH
In spring 2019 as a class project for my Traffic Safety and Injury Control class at UC Berkeley, I
conducted a primary research survey and collected over 100 responses in an online survey with
drivers nationwide about their driving behaviors and actions. About one third of the
respondents were identified as Uber or Lyft drivers, and the remainder as recreational, or
casual drivers who spend almost all their time driving unpaid, for commuting or for family or
personal travel. The objective of the study was to determine if there were any specific
differences in results between the two groups, that might suggest Uber/Lyft drivers to be safer
or less safe than recreational drivers based on their driving behaviors and actions.
The spring 2019 study received 157 responses from drivers age 18 and over across the Unites
States, mostly in California, but some on the east coast. 46 of the responses were incomplete
due to ending the survey before finishing or missing a significant number of responses, as the
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survey took an estimated 15-20 minutes to complete. Only 108 responses were further
analyzed, with the resulting group including 33 respondents identified as Uber/Lyft drivers, 75
as recreational drivers, and one driver clearly identified as a commercial (truck or other
commercial vehicle) driver and excluded from the analysis. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the
drivers by gender. Figures and totals in the table are lower than the 33 and 75 reported as
some drivers did not indicate their genders.
The summary of results after analyzing the respondents’ data led to the following findings:
Uber/Lyft drivers, compared to Recreational drivers:
• Have less overall driving experience
• Drive A LOT more each day and every week
• Pay MORE attention to external events in traffic
• Pay LESS attention to internal events, EXCEPT for passenger interaction (MORE)
• Use Navigation and Other Apps MORE, but email, text, and phone LESS
• Use Phone Mounts MORE, and Cup Holders and Purse LESS for phone placement
• Uber/Lyft Driver App requires significant attention, used OFTEN WHILE driving
• Encounter MORE “conflicts” and “near misses” daily
These findings suggest that Uber/Lyft drivers MIGHT be safer than recreational drivers, or at
least exhibit safer driving behaviors and practices, likely due to their obligation to professionally
and responsibly in the presence of paid passengers.
The spring 2019 research survey included questions in the categories of:
• Demographics
• # of hours driven per day and per week
• % Attention required in specific External events – 12 events
• % Attention required in specific Internal events, and while Moving, Stopped, Parked, or
Never done – 12 events
• % Attention required in specific Mobile Phone actions, and while Moving, Stopped,
Parked, or Never done – 7 actions
• % Attention required in specific Uber/Lyft Driver App actions (U/L drivers only), and
while Moving, Stopped, Parked, or Never done – 7 actions
• Frequency of Traffic Conflicts or Near Misses (# incidents / day)
• Frequency of Collisions with Objects, Pedestrians, Bicycles/Scooters, Vehicles (#
incidents / last 3 years)
The spring 2019 study analyzed basic statistics of averages and highlights of responses in the
above categories. The study did not include:
• Analysis of Demographics
• Analysis of While Driving, While Stopped, While Parked, Never fields
This summer 2019 research study uses the same dataset from the spring 2019 research and
continues analysis and reporting where the spring 2019 study stopped, in analysis of the
following areas:
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•
•
•
•

Correlations between all fields
Correlations within and across usage types, for example, External-External, InternalMobile Phone Usage, etc.
PivotTable Analysis into While Driving, While Stopped, While Parked, Never fields
Correlation and Regression Analysis into Collisions results fields

The dataset exists as a single Microsoft Excel workbook with the survey data contained in a
single table. Multiple “tabs” were created to clean up and normalize the data into quantitative
values acceptable for statistical analysis tools. The Microsoft Excel Data Analysis Toolpak was
and basic Excel functions were used in the analysis of the dataset.
FINDINGS OF SUMMER 2019 RESEARCH
Correlations Between All Fields
The first set of analysis looked into correlations between all fields in the entire dataset.
Figure 2 shows an overall view of a table of resulting cross-correlations computed between all
the fields against each other. Cells were automatically color-coded to indicate magnitudes of
strong correlation (blue, closer to 1.0) or negative correlation (red, closer to -1.0). Areas of
interest were circled to be analyzed and discussed further.
This section noted that all correlations found were mostly mild, with the notable correlation
coefficients mostly in the ranges of -0.5 to -0.3, and 0.3 to 0.5. Only in a few cases were the
correlation coefficients strong, with values less than -0.7 or greater than 0.7.
The following sections were noted to be of possible interest:
In Figure 3, Correlations (1), we see the following:
Fields:
• Q7_REC
Recreational Driver. 1 or 0.
• Q7_UL
Uber/Lyft Driver. 1 or 0.
With fields:
• Q10
For a typical week of driving, about how many hours do you drive
on average? (number of hours/week)
• Q10_HRSWK Hours per Week Driving
• Q11_1
Hours Monday
• Q11_2
Hours Tuesday
• Q11_3
Hours Wednesday
• Q11_4
Hours Thursday
• Q11_5
Hours Friday
• Q11_6
Hours Saturday
• Q11_7
Hours Sunday
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Drivers identified as Recreational Drivers (value 1 in field Q7_REC) had negatively correlated
and lower values for hours driving per week and per each day of the week. Drivers identified
as Uber/Lyft Drivers (value 1 in field Q7_UL) had positively correlated and higher values for
hours driving per week and per each day of the week.
In Figure 4, Correlations (2), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q9
About how many years have you been actively driving, including
all forms of driving, recreational and for-hire?
• Q9_YD
Years Driving
With fields:
• Q32
Age First Driver License
• Q33
Age Now
Drivers reporting a higher number of years driving were negatively correlated with their Age at
First Driver License, i.e. more years driving meant smaller age at first driver license. Drivers
reporting a higher number of years driving were positively correlated with their Age Now, e.g.
more years driving meant a higher age now.
In Figure 5, Correlations (3), we see the following:
For Field:
• Q26
Collision Object
With field:
• Q29
Collision Other Vehicle
These two fields with positively correlated. Drivers who responded with higher numbers of
Collisions with Objects also responded with higher numbers of Collisions with Other Vehicles.
In Figure 6, Correlations (4), we see the following:
For Field:
• Q14_10
Internal Events 10. Talking to or caring for other passengers
With fields:
• Q7_UL
Uber/Lyft Driver. 1 or 0.
• Q10
For a typical week of driving, about how many hours do you drive
on average? (number of hours/week)
• Q10_HRSWK Hours per Week Driving
• Q11_1
Hours Monday
• Q11_2
Hours Tuesday
• Q11_3
Hours Wednesday
• Q11_4
Hours Thursday
• Q11_5
Hours Friday
• Q11_6
Hours Saturday
• Q11_7
Hours Sunday
• Q23
Conflicts per Day
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•

Q24

Near Misses per Day

The internal event of Talking to or Caring for Other Passengers was positively correlated with all
the other named fields. Drivers who spent more attention for this activity are likely having a
higher distraction level for this activity, indicating that they are likely an Uber/Lyft Driver, tend
to report a higher number of hours driven per week and per day, and indicating they are likely
to encounter a higher number of Conflicts per day and Near Misses per day.
In Figure 7, Correlations (5), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q9
About how many years have you been actively driving, including
all forms of driving, recreational and for-hire?
• Q9_YD
Years Driving
With fields:
• Q16_1
Mobile Phone Usage 1. Making or receiving phone calls
• Q16_2
Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
• Q16_3
Mobile Phone Usage 3. Sending email messages by typing or voice
• Q16_4
Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
• Q16_5
Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
• Q16_6
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
• Q16_7
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
• Q20_1
UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2
UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for
new ride requests.
• Q20_3
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
• Q20_4
UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
• Q20_5
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
• Q20_6
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.
• Q20_7
UL Driver App 7. When arriving at the destination, finding a safe
place to stop to drop off rider.
We see that the number of years driving is negatively correlated with responses to the
questions in the Mobile App Usage and Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage categories. A higher
number of years driven, perhaps indicating longer driving experience, corresponds to a slightly
negative correlation, or lower attention required for actions involved in using Mobile Apps or
the Driver App.
In Figure 8, Correlations (6), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q23
Conflicts per Day
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•
With Fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q24

Near Misses per Day

Q14_10
Q14_11
Q14_12
Q16_2
Q16_3
Q16_4
Q16_5
Q16_6
Q16_7
Q20_3

Internal Events 10. Talking to or caring for other passengers
Internal Events 11. Getting and using other items inside the car
Internal Events 12. Thinking about other things besides driving
Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
Mobile Phone Usage 3. Sending email messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.

•

Q20_4

•

Q20_5

•

Q20_6

We see that the number of Conflicts and Near misses per day are slightly positively correlated
with certain responses in the Internal Events, Mobile Phone Usage, and Uber/Lyft Driver App
Usage categories. This implies that a higher percentage of attention required for these Internal
Events and for taking certain actions in Mobile Phone and Driver App Usage may related to a
higher level of collisions and near misses experienced by the driver.
In Figure 9, Correlations (7), we see the following:
For Field:
• Q28
Collision Bicycle Scooter Skateboard
With Fields:
• Q13_12
External Events 12. Looking at interesting cars, objects, or people
alongside the roadway.
• Q14_1
Internal Events 1. Setting internal temperature or climate (AC, fan,
defroster)
• Q14_2
Internal Events 2. Adjusting mirrors
• Q14_3
Internal Events 3. Using windshield wipers
• Q14_4
Internal Events 4. Following directions on the car navigation
system (not mobile phone)
• Q14_5
Internal Events 5. Using voice commands to control car features
• Q14_6
Internal Events 6. Using voice commands to listen/dictate email
messages (not using phone directly)
• Q14_7
Internal Events 7. Eating food or drinks
• Q14_8
Internal Events 8. Grooming yourself or using makeup
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•

Q14_9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q14_10
Q16_1
Q16_2
Q16_3
Q16_4
Q16_5
Q16_6
Q16_7
Q20_1
Q20_2

•

Q20_3

•

Q20_4

•

Q20_5

•

Q20_6

•

Q20_7

Internal Events 9. Listening to the radio, news, music or other
passive sounds
Internal Events 10. Talking to or caring for other passengers
Mobile Phone Usage 1. Making or receiving phone calls
Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
Mobile Phone Usage 3. Sending email messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for
new ride requests.
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.
UL Driver App 7. When arriving at the destination, finding a safe
place to stop to drop off rider.

We see that the number of Collisions with a bicycle, scooter, or skateboard is slightly positively
correlated to the responses, or attention required for the questions in the Internal Events,
Mobile Phone Usage, and Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage categories. A higher attention required is
being reported in these categories along with slightly higher numbers of collisions with a
bicycle, scooter, or skateboard.
In Figure 10, Correlations (8), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q29
Collision Other Vehicle
• Q31
Gender Response Male or Female or Other
• Q32
Age First Driver License
• Q33
Age Now
With Fields:
• Q16_6
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
• Q16_7
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
• Q20_1
UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2
UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for
new ride requests.
• Q20_3
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
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•

Q20_4

•

Q20_5

•

Q20_6

•

Q20_7

UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.
UL Driver App 7. When arriving at the destination, finding a safe
place to stop to drop off rider.

We see that the first four fields above are slightly negatively correlated with the responses for
app usage in Mobile Phone Usage and all responses for Uber/Driver App Usage. That suggests
that a lower attention required for app usage is related to a higher response of Collisions with
Other Vehicles, female gender (2, vs. 1 for male), a higher age at time receiving the driver
license and a higher age now, perhaps suggesting less experience driving.
In Figure 11, Correlations (9), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q16_2
Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
• Q16_3
Mobile Phone Usage 3. Sending email messages by typing or voice
With Fields:
• Q13_1
External Events 1. Watching the road and surroundings in light
traffic during daytime.
• Q13_2
External Events 2. Watching the road and surroundings in heavy
traffic during peak rush hour.
• Q13_3
External Events 3. Making a left turn at an intersection with
moderate traffic.
• Q13_4
External Events 4. Making a right turn at an intersection with
pedestrian traffic.
• Q13_5
External Events 5. Merging into traffic from on onramp or
another street with moderate traffic.
We see that the attention required in reading or sending email messages in Mobile Phone
Usage is negatively correlated with most of the External Events, suggesting that a higher
attention required for reading or sending email is correlated with a lower attention required for
most of the driving events in navigating around the roads. This finding may suggest that normal
driving is easier to achieve with lower attention required, but reading or sending emails while
driving would require more attention.
In Figure 12, Correlations (10), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q13_6
External Events 6. Maneuvering among other vehicles.
• Q13_7
External Events 7. Maneuvering among pedestrians.
• Q13_8
External Events 8. Maneuvering around potholes or objects on
the road.
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•

Q13_9

With Fields:
•
•
•

External Events 9. Encountering and reacting to sudden traffic
changes.

Q16_7
Q20_1
Q20_2

•

Q20_3

•

Q20_4

•

Q20_5

•

Q20_6

Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for
new ride requests.
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.

We see that these four External Events of maneuvering in traffic is negatively correlated with
using other apps while driving and most of the Uber/Lyft Driver App actions. This suggests that
even with lower attention required when maneuvering around roads while driving, more
attention is still required for most app usage while driving.
In Figure 13, Correlations (11), we see the following:
For Fields:
• Q13_11
External Events 11. Looking at billboards or advertisements along
the roadway.
• Q13_12
External Events 12. Looking at interesting cars, objects, or people
alongside the roadway.
• Q14_1
Internal Events 1. Setting internal temperature or climate (AC, fan,
defroster)
• Q14_2
Internal Events 2. Adjusting mirrors
• Q14_3
Internal Events 3. Using windshield wipers
With Fields:
• Q14_10
Internal Events 10. Talking to or caring for other passengers
• Q14_12
Internal Events 12. Thinking about other things besides driving
• Q16_4
Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
• Q16_5
Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
• Q16_6
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
• Q16_7
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
• Q20_1
UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2
UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for
new ride requests.
• Q20_3
UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to
understand rider and pickup address details.
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•

Q20_4

•

Q20_5

•

Q20_6

•

Q20_7

UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow
navigation directions.
UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by
phone or text message.
UL Driver App 6. When arriving at the pickup address, locating the
rider and finding a safe place to park.
UL Driver App 7. When arriving at the destination, finding a safe
place to stop to drop off rider.

We see that these particular External Events, looking at distractions along roadside, are
positively correlated with Internal Events of taking care of passengers, thinking about other
things, and most of the Mobile Phone Usage and Uber/Lyft Driver App actions, as all these
events and actions become more involved and require more attention to process.
Correlations Across Groups / Categories
Figures 13 to 21 show the correlation results across categories or groups of questions. Specific
blocks of correlation coefficients were highlighted where noticeable trends were visible, both
positively and negatively correlated. Most noticeable correlations were mild, with coefficient
magnitudes between -0.5 and 0.5.
Only in a few areas mentioned below were the correlations considered stronger, with absolute
values greater than 0.5:
In Figure 16, Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. External Events:
Field:
• Q13_12 External Events 12. Looking at interesting cars, objects, or people
alongside the roadway.
With Fields:
• Q20_1 UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2 UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for new
ride requests.
• Q20_3 UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to understand rider
and pickup address details.
These fields appear to be positively correlated with coefficients at least 0.5. This trend suggests
that drivers who spend more attention looking at objects on the roadside may also spend more
attention looking at the Uber/Lyft Driver App when using the specified features.
In Figure 19, Mobile Phone Usage vs. Internal Events:
Fields:
• Q14_5 Internal Events 5. Using voice commands to control car features
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•
•
•
With Fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q14_6 Internal Events 6. Using voice commands to listen/dictate email messages
(not using phone directly)
Q14_8 Internal Events 8. Grooming yourself or using makeup
Q14_11 Internal Events 11. Getting and using other items inside the car
Q16_1
Q16_2
Q16_3
Q16_4
Q16_5
Q16_6
Q16_7

Mobile Phone Usage 1. Making or receiving phone calls
Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
Mobile Phone Usage 3. Sending email messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps

These specific fields in Internal Events appear to be strongly correlated with most of the Mobile
Phone Usage actions, with coefficients greater than 0.5 in many cases. This trend suggests that
certain events, like using voice commands within the car, grooming oneself, or getting and
using items within the car are more likely to require more attention to process, as well as
requiring more attention in most actions using the mobile phone, for the same drivers.
In Figure 20, Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. Internal Events:
Fields:
• Q14_1 Internal Events 1. Setting internal temperature or climate (AC, fan,
defroster)
• Q14_2 Internal Events 2. Adjusting mirrors
• Q14_3 Internal Events 3. Using windshield wipers
• Q14_5 Internal Events 5. Using voice commands to control car features
• Q14_9 Internal Events 9. Listening to the radio, news, music or other passive
sounds
With Fields:
• Q20_1 UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2 UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for new
ride requests.
• Q20_3 UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to understand rider
and pickup address details.
• Q20_4 UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow navigation
directions.
These fields show strong correlation with each other, with coefficients greater than 0.5,
especially with the action for following navigation directions in the Uber/Lyft Driver App. This
trend suggests more attention is required for all these events and actions together within the
same driver, and that such events and actions are more likely to be related in terms of
attention required.
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In Figure 21, Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. Mobile Phone Usage:
Fields:
• Q16_1 Mobile Phone Usage 1. Making or receiving phone calls
• Q16_2 Mobile Phone Usage 2. Reading email messages
• Q16_4 Mobile Phone Usage 4. Reading text messages
• Q16_5 Mobile Phone Usage 5. Sending text messages by typing or voice
• Q16_6 Mobile Phone Usage 6. Using navigation apps
• Q16_7 Mobile Phone Usage 7. Using other apps
With Fields:
• Q20_1 UL Driver App 1. Setting a destination in the Uber/Lyft driver app.
• Q20_2 UL Driver App 2. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to watch for new
ride requests.
• Q20_3 UL Driver App 3. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to understand rider
and pickup address details.
• Q20_4 UL Driver App 4. Looking at the Uber/Lyft driver app to follow navigation
directions.
• Q20_5 UL Driver App 5. Using the Uber/Lyft driver app to contact rider by phone
or text message.
We see that there is strong correlation noted between these fields, with coefficients greater
than 0.5. This suggests that more attention is required between certain pairs of these fields in
actions in Mobile Phone Usage and Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage, according to Figure 21. This
trend suggests that more attention is required from the driver from using the apps, taking away
some attention from simple driving on the road.
Pivot Table Analysis on Movement Actions
Figures 22 to 29 show results from Pivot Table analysis on Internal Events, Mobile Phone Usage,
and Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage across the fields While Moving, While Stopped in Traffic, While
Parked at Curb, or Never Do While Driving, which are asked for each question in those
categories.
The Pivot Table results show for each Movement Action (Moving, Stopped, Parked, or Never),
the corresponding average attention required for that question, and the average counts for
Questions 23-29 which directly asks the respondents about their histories of:
• Q23 Number of Conflicts/Day encountered
• Q24 Number of Near Misses/Day encountered
• Q26 Number of Collisions w/Objects in past 3 years
• Q27 Number of Collisions w/Pedestrians in past 3 years
• Q28 Number of Collisions w/Bikes/Scooters/Skateboards in past 3 years
• Q29 Number of Collisions w/Other Vehicles in past 3 years
All results are also detailed according to Recreational/Casual drivers vs. Uber/Lyft drivers to
compare the differences.
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A few minor trends were observed in these Pivot Table analyses and were highlighted in the
Figures. Such trends are noted as follows:
Figure 22 Internal Events (1-3) shows some basic trends on responses for Internal Events:
• Most people do these actions (Internal Events) While Driving in Traffic
• Fewer people do these actions While Stopped in Traffic
• Even fewer people do these actions While Parked at the Curb
• Very few people Never Do these actions while driving
• This is expected as Internal Events are generally defined as actions done within the car
while driving.
Figure 22 Internal Events (1-3) also shows that for Conflicts and Near Misses/Day:
• Uber/Lyft drivers have a higher number of Conflicts and Near Misses/Day compared to
Recreational/Casual drivers.
Figure 23 Internal Events (4-6) shows that for the action of Using Voice Commands to Control
Car Features or to Do Email, most Recreational/Casual drivers Never use Voice Commands
while driving at all, especially when compared to Uber/Lyft drivers.
Figure 24 Internal Events (7-9) shows several interesting trends:
For Q14_7 Eating or Drinking in the Car:
• Many Recreational/Casual drivers report Eating or Drinking in the car While Moving,
While Stopped, and While Parked, while very few Uber/Lyft drivers report doing so
while driving, as doing so appears unprofessional in the presence of a paid passenger,
according to driver protocol.
For Q14_8 Grooming or Doing Makeup in the Car:
• Uber/Lyft drivers report a higher Collision rate with Objects and with Other Vehicles
while doing this action While Driving, While Stopped, and While Parked, compared to
Recreational/Casual drivers.
• Many more Recreational/Casual drivers do report doing this action While Driving, While
Stopped, and While Parked, compared to Uber/Lyft drivers, as doing this action is
considered unprofessional in the presence of a paid a passenger, according to driver
protocol.
Figure 26 Mobile Phone Usage (1-3) shows that for the actions of Reading or Sending Email:
• Most Recreational/Casual drivers Never Read or Send Email while driving, compared to
Uber/Lyft drivers.
Figure 27 Mobile Phone Usage (4-7) shows that for the actions of Reading or Sending Text
Messages:
• Even though many more Recreational/Casual drivers Never Read or Send Text Messages
while driving, compared to Uber/Lyft drivers.
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•

But still many more Recreational/Casual drivers do the action While Driving, While
Stopped, and While Parked, compared to Uber/Lyft drivers. This action is also
considered unprofessional by Uber/Lyft drivers in the presence of a paid passenger.

Figure 27 Mobile Phone Usage (4-7) shows that for the actions of Using Other Mobile Phone
Apps:
• Many more Recreational/Casual drivers Never Use Other Apps while driving, compared
to Uber/Lyft drivers.
Regression Analysis on Collisions Fields
A number of Linear Regressions were also performed on the following fields:
• Q31
Gender Response Male or Female or Other
• Q31_3_TEXT Gender Other Text
• Q32
Age First Driver License
• Q33
Age Now
• While Driving
• While Parked
• While Stopped
• Never While Driving
To determine if they have any effect or contribution to the resulting fields:
• Q23
Conflicts per Day
• Q24
Near Misses per Day
• Q26
Collision Object
• Q27
Collision Pedestrian
• Q28
Collision Bicycle Scooter Skateboard
• Q29
Collision Other Vehicle
13 regression result tables were generated across these field combinations. In some cases the
contributing fields showed P-values <0.05, indicating possible significance. However, in many
cases, the corresponding coefficients for the field variables showed values extremely small,
close to 0, because many values for Collisions in the dataset were small and close to 0.
Therefore, the regression analysis did not show any significant or meaningful results to suggest
or predict any relationship between the gender, age, or Movement fields with the Collision
fields.
SUMMARY
This study in summer 2019 was conducted as a follow-up project to the spring 2019 research
project that collected a dataset from drivers nationwide to analyze their driving behaviors and
actions to determine if there were any relationships that might suggest the presence of
distracted driving.
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The findings in this summer 2019 research from the additional analysis of the original dataset
suggests mostly the same findings as from spring 2019, but with additional detail on the same
trends, describing which particular actions or behaviors are more responsible for those trends.
Many correlations were observed, although most correlations found were mild, with
correlation coefficients between -0.5 and 0.5, not strong enough to suggest a strong correlation
between fields.
Some of the major findings from this summer 2019 analysis are summarized below:
Correlations across All Fields showed some pockets of trends
• Conflicts/Day, Near Misses/Day, and Collisions with Bike/Scooter/Skateboard fields
were all positively correlated with Internal Events, Mobile Phone Usage, and Uber/Lyft
Driver App Usage fields, suggesting that more attention required in these events and
phone actions also correspond to a higher number of collisions and near misses.
Correlations across Groups/Categories of questions show Mild trends
• Reading and Sending Emails negatively correlated with events involved in Watching the
Road while driving.
• Looking at Objects on the Road while driving positively correlated with using the
Uber/Lyft Driver App, suggesting more attention is required in doing both types of
actions.
• Using Voice Commands, Doing Grooming or Makeup, and Grabbing Objects in the Car
while driving positively correlated with Mobile Phone actions, suggesting more
attention is required in doing all these types of actions together.
Pivot Table Analysis on Movement Actions (Driving, Stopped, Parked, Never) showed
interesting trends:
• Recreational/Casual drivers Eat or Drink While Driving much more than Uber/Lyft
drivers do.
• Recreational/Casual drivers do Grooming or Makeup While Driving, Stopped, and
Parked much more than Uber/Lyft drivers do.
• Many Recreational/Casual drivers Claim to Never Do Email or Text Messages while
driving, compared to Uber/Lyft Drivers, but many of them still Do Email or Text
Messages While Driving, Stopped, or Parked anyway.
• Total Movement Actions are positively correlated with Conflicts/Day and Lower Age
Today.
• Never Movement Actions are negatively correlated with Conflicts/Day and Lower Age
Today.
Regressions on Conflicts, Near Misses, Collisions try to predict from Gender, Age, Total
Movement Actions but did not show noticeable results:
• Some regressions showed low P-values, but also low coefficient values.
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•

Many responses were mostly or too close to 0 to be meaningful.

This study showed that some additional details were discovered through correlation, pivot
table, and regression analyses. However, most of the time, results were mild without strong
inferences found. Additional details were found which proved interesting and supported the
same findings from the spring 2019 research.
For future studies on the same topic, a larger dataset would be helpful in providing more
detailed analysis results. More time to administer such a survey, as well as designing a more
detailed survey to capture more qualitative feedback from drivers’ perspectives on what they
value more as distraction-related events would be helpful to identify.
Furthermore, in-car observation studies would also be interesting and helpful to objectively
measure drivers’ behaviors and actions to determine which events and actions have greater
effect on drivers’ attention during driving.
Distracted driving remains an important part of traffic safety, as it contributes to a significant
share of traffic accidents and fatalities. We should continue the research to discover more
events that contribute to distractions and continue to educate the driving public on methods to
reduce their distractions.
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APPENDICES
Table 1: Response Breakdown by Gender
Gender Count

Uber/Lyft

Recreational

TOTAL

Male

15

35

50

Female

10

36

46

1

1

72

97

Other (Gender Fluid)
TOTAL

25

Some respondents did not report their gender.
Figure 2: Correlations Between All Fields

Figure 3: Correlations (1)
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Figure 4: Correlations (2)

Figure 5: Correlations (3)
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Figure 6: Correlations (4)

Figure 7: Correlations (5)
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Figure 8: Correlations (6)

Figure 9: Correlations (7)
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Figure 10: Correlations (8)

Figure 11: Correlations (9)
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Figure 12: Correlations (10)

Figure 13: External vs. External Events
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Figure 14: Internal vs. External Events

Figure 15: Mobile Phone Usage vs. External Events
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Figure 16: Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. External Events

Figure 17: Internal vs. Internal Events
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Figure 18: External vs. Internal Events

Figure 19: Mobile Phone Usage vs. Internal Events
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Figure 20: Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. Internal Events

Figure 21: Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage vs. Mobile Phone Usage
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Figure 22: Internal Events (1-3) on Movement Actions

Figure 23: Internal Events (4-6) on Movement Actions
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Figure 24: Internal Events (7-9) on Movement Actions

Figure 25: Internal Events (10-12) on Movement Actions
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Figure 26: Mobile Phone Usage (1-3) on Movement Actions

Figure 27: Mobile Phone Usage (4-7) on Movement Actions
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Figure 28: Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage (1-3) on Movement Actions

Figure 29: Uber/Lyft Driver App Usage (4-7) on Movement Actions
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